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President Trump is not generally given to understatement, but he soft-pedaled problems at the Department of
Justice. A snake pit is more like it. This was a plot by power-mad individuals who aimed to overturn the
election and thwart the will of voters. Rosenstein, two weeks into his new job, reportedly suggested the ideas
in a meeting with others at the FBI. Later, the Justice Department conceded Rosenstein made the comments,
but insisted he was joking. Rosenstein had favored the firing and wrote a compelling memo laying out why it
was justified. When the White House cited his memo to fend off critics, Rosenstein reportedly felt he was
being set up as a fall guy. Democrats attacked him as a Trump stooge and he told friends he feared for his
reputation. It all began because Rod Rosenstein was an emotional wreck and in a job too big for him. History
might never have turned on a smaller hinge. Instead, it became a gripe session about Trump and chaos at the
White House. Considering the gravity of the meeting, none of that sounds like joke material. The next day,
May 17, Rosenstein shocked Washington by appointing Robert Mueller as special counsel and directing him
to take over the existing Russia collusion investigation and virtually anything else Mueller wanted to probe.
Furious at the president and being attacked on all sides, Rosenstein suddenly had the power to strike back. He
was able to act unilaterally because his boss, Attorney General Jeff Sessions, had recused himself from
anything having to do with the campaign. Here we are, 16 months later, and Mueller has not revealed a shred
of evidence against Trump or any other American involving actual collusion. Yet the unrelated charges filed
against Paul Manafort, Michael Cohen and others are a gift to Democrats and have led to endless damaging
headlines about Trump, many of which turn out to be false or meaningless. And it all began because Rod
Rosenstein was an emotional wreck and in a job too big for him. Thus, the president has no great option, only
two bad ones. Keep the man who wanted to entrap and remove you, or fire him and bring on more trouble than
you can handle. This being Washington, there are other elements to the story. McCabe is likely a prime
source, with reports saying he and others wrote memos about the May 16 meeting. McCabe, of course, faces
possible indictment for allegedly lying to Justice Department investigators about a media leak, and probably
blames Rosenstein for his firing. The story could be his revenge at his former boss and the whole department.
As chief snake, he did more to damage FBI credibility than any man or woman in America, yet has made no
secret of his desire for revenge for being exposed and fired. Rosenstein is fighting a bitter battle with some
GOP members of Congress who want the documents, and reportedly appealed to Trump to slow the release.
The documents presumably would make Rosenstein look bad since he signed the last application for a
surveillance warrant against Trump associate Carter Page. It would be a head-scratcher if Trump acted to
protect him. At any rate, the idea that Rosenstein serves at the pleasure of the president now takes on an extra
dimension. Whether the plot revelation will be the end of Rosenstein is a guessing game. The advantages of
keeping him, at least for now, involve calculations about what impact a firing would have on the midterms and
the Mueller probe. In the political hall of mirrors, that could mean Schumer actually wants Trump to fire him
so Dems would have fresh campaign fodder. Welcome to the snake pit. To read more on The New York Post
click here.
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Be sure to pay attention, there may be a quiz coming up soon! Deep Blue Deep Blue is an ocean area in Jamaa
that represents the deepest parts of the ocean, namely the Abyss. It has some of the most different, bizarre, and
mysterious looking animals, such as the Viperfish and Fangtooth. They can swallow prey up to twice their
size, and weigh up to pounds. They also grow up to be three to four feet in length. There are around different
species of anglerfish. They grow up to 6. They are carnivorous, and can last around 60 years in the wild. There
are only two known species of coelacanth. Just imagine all that pressure! They also have bioluminescent
organs on their bodies and can grow up to be eight through twelve inches long. They have jagged teeth.
Viperfish can be dark silvery blue, green, or black in colour. These fish have shapes much like a hatchet. They
also have a row of bioluminescent organs that are in their bellies. Hatchetfish are normally green or brown and
live in freshwater streams and rivers. They are on average one through two inches long. They can swim well
upright, straightforward, and even upside down. They only unroll after the threat leaves. Giant isopods are also
opportunistic scavengers. They swim by jet propulsion- backward-facing tubelike gills that propel it along,
unlike other fish. Frogfish can change their colours but, unlike chameleons, they are not able to change them
quickly. It usually takes up to several weeks. As a matter of fact, their mouths can expand to twelve times their
resting size! Actually, female giant squids are around twice the size of males. Plus, their tentacles can
regenerate and they have three hearts. They are also shaped like long and thing ribbons and are the longest
bony fish alive. Their diet mainly consists and plankton, and they live in deep waters. They are not often seen
at the surface. They only grow to about 7. They often prey on fish or squid- sometimes plankton-, and
juveniles look completely different from adults. Not only this, but they also have expandable stomachs that
allow them to eat food larger than themselves. What is your favorite underwater land? I think squids are so
fascinating, because they have such odd anatomy that is so interesting to have put all together! I love all of
those cute creatures so much! It would most certainly add very different and unique factors into the game:
This section is solely for you to enjoy, for your viewing pleasure.
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About 16 years ago, Garcia and his brothers came down with head lice. His parents tried everything to heal
their sons. After some months, his parents decided to tackle the problem on their own. They invented a type of
scissors to remove eggs and a shampoo product. Out of frustration and innovation, a company was born.
Despite the challenges, his son, a year-old Oregon State University graduate with a degree in entrepreneurship,
aims to resurrect the family business with his own startup, Lice IQ. He took his chances at Shark Tank, an
event hosted Dec. In this event, entrepreneurs such as Garcia pitch a panel of business leaders in the vein of
the popular TV show. But the competition for it is fierce. It seems like a really good group of people here.
Despite the competitive aspects, the crowd is friendlyâ€”largely fellow entrepreneurs quaffing beer and
making connections. Garcia finds his way to the microphone. He stands up there nervously, shifting from foot
to foot. He starts with his storyâ€”so many families have suffered from head lice. He flashes through slides of
statistics about the problem of head lice. His PowerPoint details the possibilities for market shareâ€”contracts
with schools and government agencies and day cares. But ultimately, none of the three judges bite.
Entrepreneurship is not without similar risks. For Garcia and the four other entrepreneurs, this five-minute
pitch is the first public presentation of their companies. Other entrepreneurs included Jesse Johns, coming all
the way from Central Texas with an idea for modular nuclear batteries; Kate Gallagher, whose startup Wisdom
Media aims to produce online courses on yoga and mindfulness; and Daniel Shafer, who has a line of natural
skin care products. He gets an oversized check and shakes the hand of the judges. For Maruschak, judging
Shark Tank was a rewarding experience. I have a responsibility to give back. For more information about
WIN, visit www.
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Twitter joined the rest of the crony corporate media in banning AJ a couple days ago. They use our public
airways, have massive contracts with public sources that is, get paid with YOUR dollars by NSA and the like
and benefit from a government-maintained monopoly status. And what used to be the constitutional protection
of our foundational concepts has vanished into an electrosmog haze of privatized tyranny and censorship. Part
of the trick is to create structures that seem to be protecting our freedoms while they actually destroy them.
But in more modern times the structure of bureaucracy itself has been redesigned to become, not just to serve,
the control system. Now we see the same process at work with the incessant demands for ever more vaccines,
and for forcing adults and children to receive all the vaccines that crony corporatist-tainted science can
concoct without regard for either scientific validation or personal rights. The plan collapsed and even the first
responders were able to escape state vax mandates unharmed, though that took a law suit. There was no
pandemic. The incipient tyrants learned an important lesson from the power of our Push Back: That is when
we began to see the authorities passing off the mandates to allegedly private actors for enforcement. While this
privatizing of tyranny works to increase censorship and impose unlawful financial controls, the vax mandate
gambit remains a primary example of this political process. It is, as I said, an old trick. During the early
centuries of the Roman Empire the old forms of the Roman Republic also remained, with annual Consular
elections and traditional magistrates. But that state had in fact been turned over to the Imperator who had life
and death power over all others. Hence its strength; hence, also, its omnipotence and the absolute empire
which it exercised over its members. In a society established on such principles, individual liberty could not
exist. The citizen was subordinate in everything, and without any reserve, to the city; he belonged to it body
and soul. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed. In I wrote about this issue in an article published on the news aggregation site,
www. Unfortunately, I was all too right. It is reported that Marc Zuckerberg personally de-platformed Alex
Jones on his own, but that hardly explains the rest of the de-platforming. The California governor violated
basic norms of civilization. The state pretends to recognize our traditional right to freedom of choice, but it
actively seeks the complete elimination, the total abrogation of that right. This strict social control dominated
human society for most of its existence through the use of what early freedom theorists such as the American
abolitionist Lysandor Spooner saw as the great monopolies created by political power.. These included the
monopolies over conscience embodied by state religions, over the bodies of certain people e. Now we see the
same process at work with the incessant demands for ever more vaccines, and for forcing adults and children
to receive all the vaccines that crony corporatist-tainted science can concoct without regard for either scientific
validation, evidence of safety both are required by law and totally lacking in the US! Back to that Swine Flu
Vax Panic: Congress listened and assented by its silence, maintaining the appearance and forms of
governance, but, in reality surrendering that governance to the bureaucratic operatives of the Deep State, doing
absolutely nothing to protect either the health or the bodies of the citizens they are, in fact, sworn to protect
and the constitution they are sworn to protect and defend. Popular outrage, mediated by internet tools available
to share the information led to the collapse of the plan and even the first responders were able to escape state
vaccine mandates unharmed, though that required a law suit. There was no mass vaccination so there was no
pandemic. The CDC Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices ACIP which approves vaccines is so
completely corrupted by crony corporate interests that they actually had to change the rules to allow the
conflicted members to vote nonetheless, or there would never be a quorum because they ALL have serious
conflicts of interest. Meanwhile the US government, deeply involved in approving and disseminating
vaccines, through mandates and sponsored propaganda, owns financial interests in over 50 vaccine Patents.
Similarly, schools join in the rush to increase their vaccine levels as higher vaccination rates translate into
more Federal and State money for the institution â€” in one particularly egregious example from , Prince
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Georges County, Maryland revaccinated hundreds of children literally at gun point to prevent the loss of
hundreds of thousands of dollars a month in Federal subsidies. The school system claimed it had lost the
vaccination records of nearly a thousand children. Their vaccination-mandate-for-pay damages those same
children, body and mind, while abrogating their fundamental rights. But the pay is great and maybe the
basketball team sees some of it. We now see a disturbing trend where private employers join the mandate
madness although the businesses have nothing to do with health care. Several years ago, an Administrative
Judge in New Jersey held that it was illegal to fire a nurse for refusing vaccines for philosophical reasons
while the people were permitted to assert a religious conscientious objection to refuse the injection. Our
Freedom of Speech is under a world wide web of attack. First they came for the Neo-Nazis and banned them
from Facebook. Then they came forâ€¦ You know the restâ€¦ they came for you and me, and no one was left to
protest. These supposed private Social Media Companies are actually exercising government authority. They
are the privatized agents of Deep State control and censorship. They exercise this control on several levels.
Real free market competition and technological progress would rapidly make the near-monopoly power of
Google and Facebook irrelevant. If the same Rule of Law that ought to apply to Government Censorship â€”
that there can be no such law â€” applied to the crony corporations, YouTube, Facebook etc. What can you do
about it? Assert your right to Informed Consent:
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Varies, but leans female. Ful began coalescing during the Confliction Era, but was born fully during the
Prosperity era. A benevolent-seeming Kaari with hints of underlying darkness. Ful typically empowers allies
and weakens enemies with her primary Domain, Desire, before taking Aim at them and attacking. Meanwhile,
she uses her Domain over Illusion to confuse and outwit her opponents on and off the battlefield. Excessively
long because I like wasting time on power mechanics Primary Domain: Ful is capable of strengthening herself
and her allies through desire. Ful has more control over how her boosts apply to herself. Diverting strength
away from one facet of her abilities to another is not instant and takes effort, although it can be done
mid-combat at the cost of temporarily weakening herself. As the God of Desire, Ful wields considerable
power over the wants of others. She can apply this ability on both small and large scales, from rewriting what
a single individual wants to subtly nudging the cultural values of an entire civilization. However, the strength
of this power varies depending on its scale: Furthermore, Ful has trouble overcoming deeply ingrained desires,
or creating new ones that conflict with preexisting ones. Pushing an army with shaky internal politics to turn
on itself or prompting an angry, oppressed peasant class to revolt would be relatively easy, but getting a
warrior class comprised entirely of disciplined monks to start throwing parties would be difficult. The effects
of this power may be permanent or temporary, although permanent changes are significantly harder to instill.
Ful intuitively knows what the desires of other beings are. As usual, ordinary mortals are much easier for her
to read the details of than other powerful beings like demigods and gods, though the powerful desires of gods
will often stand out as exceptionally bright to her sense though sometimes hazy. Some gods may be able to
block or fool this. This ability is broad, encompassing many forms of art--painting, music, writing to a lesser
extent, and so on. However, her art is not supernaturally good, and has no mystical power of its own. Ful can
scry for people or objects at long range. The strength and scope of this power is linked to her Desire
Empowerment--the more badly she wants to find something, the more powerful this ability becomes,
identifying targets at longer range and piercing through attempts at concealment. As an offshoot of this, Ful
has effectively perfect vision. Ful can focus on a single enemy at either close or long range, then attack with
impossible precision. This may pierce through various forms of defenses, depending on how empowered Ful
is at the time. Alternatively, she can fire raw blasts of it for extra AoE at the cost of concentrated power. Ful
can create incredibly lifelike illusions. These illusions can affect all senses if desired, and are primarily mental
in origin as opposed to physical objects or light manipulation. Illusions that are more detailed and affect more
senses are also harder to make, although Ful can create extremely detailed illusions if she focuses on them
more carefully. Ful can make these illusions last indefinitely if she puts extra effort into them. All illusions can
be dispersed by magicians, demigods, or gods who are well-versed in magic. With effort, Ful can create
illusions so convincing that they fool reality itself, effectively becoming real. The limits of this include the
size, complexity, and power of of the created objects. Living beings and complicated tech, for instance, are off
the table. Very powerful opponents may be able to get reality to listen to reason and neutralize this ability.
Attacks launched on them will injure her little by default. However, her protections can be disabled or seen
through by powers that break her illusions, rendering her vulnerable.
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Kurumi Tokisaki Disappointed Nightmare Melkor said: He will be named by his companion, if they choose to
do so. Quite young for a Spirit Wolf; in fact, before they were all slaughtered, he was the second youngest of
them all. God Type - Though not a god, the Lone Wolf is still a remarkably powerful personal fighter. He has
almost no other powers besides terrifying physical prowess. The Lone Wolf is not a Kaari. He is
extraordinarily formidable, however, and is absolutely as powerful as the Kaari featured currently. Spirit
Wolves can sense morality, and they can also tell when beings are lying. Even Kaari are not immune to this
ability; the Lone Wolf will not be fooled into bonding a cruel and malicious Kaari. This is one of their most
remarkable and dangerous abilities, as it makes lying around them a danger. It can set them off at any moment.
Immortality - Spirit Wolves are naturally immortal, and cannot age to death. In fact, Spirit Wolves can choose
whether or not they age, which allows them to age their spirit to become stronger, while letting their body
decrease somewhat in strength. The Lone Wolf is not currently aging, and has not for a long time. Unwavering
Loyalty - If in the presence of their partner, Spirit Wolves cannot feel fear or even apprehension. Even
incredibly powerful magically induced fear is not even felt by them. Their companions greatly bolster their
spiritual power; if their partner is not present, none of these abilities are active. They can also teleport to their
companion at any time. Though, it is often subtle; the Spirit Wolf suddenly walking out from some foliage, or
appearing behind their partner. Eternal - As a Spirit Wolf, and a young and normally fiery one at that, the Lone
Wolf has immense spiritual strength. Even if his body is entirely destroyed, he can regenerate in moments. If
destroyed by a divine sort of attack, Spirit Wolves must use their companion as an anchor to return to the
physical world. If not, they are lost. Without a partner, they are lost. This also grants immunity to many
passive dangers, poisons have no effect, even most divine types. He will often only sneeze from them. Oxygen
is unnecessary, as well as food or water. His spiritual strength is off the charts, even for a Spirit Wolf. Spiritual
Strength - The spiritual strength of Spirit Wolves allows them to resist mental attacks to a terrifying degree, as
well as dark influences. In fact, if someone attacks their mind, Spirit Wolves can enter their own mind and
effectively fight the person within, allowing them to kick them out. Size Modification - For Spirit Wolves, size
is not necessarily a set trait. The Lone Wolf normally remains at the size of an elephant. He can shrink down
to horse sized, or he can become the size of a mountain. Spiritual Pressure - Spirit Wolves can, when agitated,
apply an immense amount of pressure with their spiritual power. This spiritual pressure is incredibly
dangerous. Creatures with no resistances to spiritual attacks, or creatures with little spiritual power, will be
killed almost instantly, their souls being burned away. This power has the range of a horizon. Kaari simply
feel an immense pressure, which can cause a great amount of fear. Removed - The bond that created them is
spiritual, and the Lone Wolf has an incredibly powerful spirit. If the Lone Wolf were to be killed as a baby, he
would simply lose some of the spiritual power that he had at the time. It can be debilitating and dangerous, but
they can recover. It will not slay them. Strength - Perhaps the most dangerous trait of the Lone Wolf is his
immense physical prowess. Many Spirit Wolves would allow themselves to age in order to strengthen their
spiritual power, which becomes more finely tuned with age. The Lone Wolf, however, chose to hone his
physical might; he has become terrifying. A single swipe from his paw can decimate an entire planet, and by
biting a planet he can splinter the entire surface, despite it being an inefficient method of delivering such a
blow. He can also endure attacks of the caliber he can deal, obviously. His speed is also frightening, able to
kill most creatures before they have time to even think about responding. Further detail on speed limits
required Flight - An extremely important ability, the Lone Wolf has self-propelled flight. It is trivial for him to
do, requiring almost no spiritual power whatsoever. He can fly even when being exhausted to the point that he
can barely stand. He can fly just as fast as he can run, and can travel at blistering speeds when in space. This
has a planetary range. His taste, however, is awful. His entire species is extinct; slaughtered by the gods of
another realm, gods even stronger than the Lone Wolf himself. The Deep is his refuge, and it is where he
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continues the hunt for his companion. However, his search has yielded nothing so far, and the Lone Wolf has
effectively sunk into a state of depression. Spirit Wolves were a legendary species, now thought extinct. Their
power was fearsome, and the bonds that they formed were almost sought after by creatures of all kinds. The
fact that they could not be forced or tricked into a bond was awe-inspiring and amazing to many. Even Kaari
within the Deep would be aware of the Spirit Wolves that once were, and the sight of one would likely be
shocking and perhaps even breathtaking. A Spirit Wolf is easy to recognize, even to those who have never
seen them. Despite the fact that they lived solitary lives, Spirit Wolves would still take solace in one another,
and would often gather in larger groups to rest. The Spirit Wolves would gather when a pup was being born,
which was an extremely rare and incredible event. A new Spirit Wolf was born only when two Spirit Wolves
chose each other as their partner, which was extraordinarily rare. Not only was it rare, but Spirit Wolves would
only have one child even after they bonded. Spirit Wolves were never numerous, and their awful breeding
habits made it even worse. The Lone Wolf was never interested in a Spirit Wolf partner, or even a mortal one.
Instead, he had often had an immense curiosity for the gods, and the Kaari even more so. To the Lone Wolf,
the gods were creatures that were far removed from the realm of existence that he occupied. Their power,
majesty, grace as well as secrecy and aloofness all captured his attention to a degree that nothing had
previously. Spirit Wolves often chose partners far weaker than themselves. Yet, he also knew what the gods
had done to him. Now, the Lone Wolf exists in a dejected state. He still seeks a companion, but he does not
know what to look for. He is afraid that he will be hunted. For the Lone Wolf, the fight within him has almost
run out. To him, his hunt is almost over. Starved of companionship, the Lone Wolf can hardly go on.
Personality - The Lone Wolf, if he was back to his normal state, is an incredibly fiery and young Spirit Wolf.
He is quick to get into combat, despite the normal tranquility of Spirit Wolves, and he is extremely slow to
forgive. He loves to travel, and he loves to hunt, and he most of all loves to fight and wrestle. In his
companion, he seeks a partner, not a master. Someone who will treat him with the respect that a beast of his
caliber deserves, and someone who will truly appreciate him. He can find that elsewhere. Path to Recovery Obviously, the primary objective for the Lone Wolf is to find his partner. He must recover from his dejected
state, and learn to trust the beings that have fascinated him for so long. I could have my character Bella
interact though that depends on what time I can fully join and actually play due to my current semester in
college kicking my ass at the moment.
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Death along with individual identity is certainly a subject that can be described as deep or yet deeper. So deep
is the subject of death, in fact, that many, perhaps most people in our culture, do their best to avoid talking or
even thinking about it altogether. Back in , when the five women who began the Columbus Group, gathered at
my house in Columbus, Ohio to try to come up with a different definition of giftedness than was currently in
vogue a definition centered on academic achievement one of the very first examples of the qualitative
difference between highly or profoundly gifted children and other children of their age [the difference we
would soon name Asynchronous Development], was the case of Jennieâ€”and death. Four year old Jennie was
traumatized when her grandfather died. Extrapolating a principle from one subject or event to another, as
profoundly gifted children tend to begin doing even as toddlers, she began to worry that her mother or father
might die as well. They were not going to die, she assured Jennie. She watched the news on television, after
all. The deep and deeper human issues need to be addressed with super bright kids both more honestly and
earlier than we might be prepared for. Many of us got our first stories about such issues from the religions of
our parents or grandparents or our ethnic culture. For myself, I long ago rejected the version of reality that was
provided by my religious educationâ€”some of what was labeled wrong no longer seemed wrong to me, and
what was right sometimes had begun to seem distinctly the opposite. Even worse than the loss of religious
certainties in some ways, was the realization that what I had learned in school as undisputed fact history, for
instance, or even science had too often been either purposely distorted to support a kind of cultural
propaganda, or just an error that had continued to be taught even after it had been superseded or at least
challenged by new information and new theories. But when I was speaking to an adult audience dealing with
kids at the far right tail of the curve, where unusual experiences become more common, I began to stretch the
boundaries a bit. Reiki is an energy healing modality that originated in Japan. I still find it odd that after nearly
years of challenging the certainties of material science and Newtonian physics, quantum physics is apparently
still not a standard offering in most high schools. This tends to drive the campers a little crazy. And change we
humans do, if we allow it. As soon as such discussions began on that page, however, some folks who limit
their ideas about consciousness to the purely rational, and apparently about science to the purely material,
launched attacks that closed those beginning discussions down. It can be psychologically dangerous to talk
about nonrational experiences among hyper-rational gifted folk all too poised to attack. So okay, this is a blog
instead, and I write it. I get to choose what I write about. They have to make up their own minds, as do we all.
But unless we share what is deep and deeper in our own lives and experience, how will openings to new
perceptions and awareness come about? For me, it is easier to talk about death these days now that I am totally
convinced by my own experiences and some astonishing evidence that it is illusionâ€”transformation not
ending. I believe that honesty and authenticity have real and lasting value, no matter how others respond.
Believe me, I know.
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